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The use of unmanned combat aerial vehicles (UCAV) is relativity new with the first known lethal 

strike taking place in 2001. Few systems are operational but many are in development. The use 

of UCAVs is debated and many claim that UCAVs make it casual for the pilots to kill, and the 

pilots are not able to differentiate the ethics of what they do from those of a video game. When 
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Gör sättet en UCAV opereras dess pilot likgiltig till att döda 
med farkostens vapensystem? 

Sammanfattning 
Användandet av bestyckade obemannade flygande farkoster (UCAV) är relativt nytt. Det första 

kända fallet där en UCAV:s vapensystem nyttjats för att döda skedde 2001. Få system är 

operativa men flera är under utveckling. Användandet av UCAV:er är debatterat. Flera hävdar att 

hur de nyttjas leder till att piloten blir likgiltig till att döda och att piloten inte kan skilja på det 

piloten gör och att spela ett tv-spel. När ämnet studerats så har det visat sig att flertalet av de 

faktorer som spelar in i användande av UCAV:er gör det lättare för piloter at övervinna det 

motstånd en person känner till att ta en annans liv. Dock så blir piloten inte likgiltig till det. 

Piloterna är medvetna om att deras handlingar har en påverkan på den riktiga världen och vad 

de ser på sina skärmar är riktiga människor. I motsatts till vad vissa tror så har UCAV piloter en 

större koppling till de piloterna dödar samt upplever ett större motstånd till att döda än 

bombpiloter. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Introduction of the thesis subject 
During a seminar on the battle for the Falklands one of the seminar leaders, a naval officer, asked 

the seminar group how it believed the battle would have looked if the Argentine Air Force had 

used unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV). The seminar thereafter briefly drifted away from the 

Falkland war and the Argentine Air Force to contemporary use of UAVs in Afghanistan. A claim 

was made in the group that the use of unmanned combat aerial vehicles (UCAV) operated from 

afar have made it too casual for pilots to take lives. The naval officer agreed with the claim and 

cited that the United States Air Force (USAF) operates some of its UAVs from the comforts and 

safety of air force bases outside Las Vegas, Nevada, and that the aircraft crews are able to go 

home to their loved ones after a day’s work in front of computer screens. When researched, it 

was found that others shared the claim but presented neither evidence nor scientific support for 

it. One example is an article in Al Jazeera in which journalist Murtaza Hussain writes that 

Pakistanis are “[c]asually murdered by remote control planes piloted from across the world 

[…]”.2 

1.1.1 Purpose 

Since the use of UCAVs is relativity new, the first known lethal strike taking place in 2001,3 little 

has been written upon the subject of how killing affects the pilots of a UCAV compared to how 

killing affects infantrymen and bomber pilots. The purpose for this bachelor’s thesis is therefore 

to find an answer to whether the claims of “UCAVs operated from afar make it casual for pilots to 

take lives” could be true or not and in doing so answer whether UCAV pilots can deny the effects 

of their actions as bomber pilots can. 

 

1.2 Research question 
Does operating a UCAV make it casual for pilots to execute a remote lethal strike? 

Casual is defined by Dictionary.com as seeming or tending to be indifferent to what is happening; 

apathetic; unconcerned: a casual, nonchalant air.4 The “causality” criteria are intended to answer 

the question of whether operating a UCAV make the pilot indifferent or unconcerned regarding 

                                                             
2 Hussain, Murtaza, Pakistan's legal fight to end the drone war,  Al Jazeera, 2011-12-15, 
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/2011/12/20111213112743546541.html (Acc. 2012-03-22)    
3 Woods, Chris, Ten years since first deadly drone strike, industry gathers in London, The Bureau of 
Investigative Journalism, 2011-11-21, http://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/2011/11/21/drone-
manufacturers-in-london-on-10th-anniversary-of-1st-strike/ (Acc. 2012-03-22) 
4 Dictionary.com, Casual, Dictionary.com, 2012, http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/casual (Acc. 
2012-03-22) 

http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/2011/12/20111213112743546541.html
http://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/2011/11/21/drone-manufacturers-in-london-on-10th-anniversary-of-1st-strike/
http://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/2011/11/21/drone-manufacturers-in-london-on-10th-anniversary-of-1st-strike/
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/casual
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the act of killing using a UCAVs weapon system and whether how the aircraft is operated allows 

the pilots to deny the effects of their actions.  

1.2.1 Delimitation 

Operating a UCAV and Pilot. This thesis will only strive to answer if it is casual for the UCAV pilot 

to execute a killing.  The personal and private experience a pilot may have will not be taken into 

consideration as the number of factors that contribute to how a person acts and feels would then 

be far too numerous. Therefore only common and general experiences that could be shared by 

many pilots, such as how the UCAV handles, are taken into consideration when answering the 

research question. For the same reason will only effects attributed to what is common when 

operating a UCAV be taken into consideration. Effects that may present itself in unique or 

extremely rare and specific situations will not be addressed. Nor will this thesis address how 

killing may become easier for the pilots as they commit more kills. That effect is documented 

and is not uniquely connected to the practise of executing a remote lethal strike from a UCAV.5 

This thesis is so delimited in order to limits its scope, even though other people are involved in 

the taking of a combatants life, such as sensor operators and image analysts, and other factors 

may affect how a person acts (such as distress due to worries at home).6  

Execute a remote lethal strike. In order to limit the scope of the thesis only things leading up to 

the pilot firing the aircrafts weapon system will be taken into consideration; although the author 

of this thesis acknowledges that the effects of taking another human being’s life are a chain that 

does not end with the firing of the aircrafts weapon system.7 Nor will things that occur before 

the pilot enters the air force base and begins controlling the UAV be taken into consideration. 

The research question only focuses on what happens to the pilot when he or she is executing 

their given tasks.  

 

1.3 Previous research 
Little have been written on the subject of the use of UCAVs and UAVs with regards to the 

psychological effects it have on the operators. Instead have the main focus of articles has been 

how to best operate them with the aim of increasing their effect, the legal aspects of using UCAVs 

or the moral aspects of killing when the operator are out of harm’s way.  

                                                             
5 Grossman, Dave, On killing: the psychological cost of learning to kill in war and society, Rev. ed., Little, 
Brown and Co., New York, 2009, p. 246. 
6 Martin, Matt J. & Sasser, Charles W., Predator: the remote-control air war over Iraq and Afghanistan: a 
pilot’s story, Zenith, Minneapolis, Minn., 2010, p. 231. 
7 Grossman, Dave, On killing: the psychological cost of learning to kill in war and society, Rev. ed., Little, 
Brown and Co., New York, 2009, p. 232. 
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In some cases has the subject of the psychological effects of operating UAVs and UCAVs been 

addressed. Some of the chapters in P. W. Singers book ‘Wired for war: the robotics revolution 

and conflict in the twenty-first century’ addresses it and the book is often referenced in articles 

written upon the subject.8  

Derek Gregory’s article ‘From a View to a Kill: Drones and Late Modern Warfare’ is another 

example that in part addresses the subject.9 In the article Gregory discusses how UAVs are 

operated, the concepts of “virtuous” and virtual war and the claim of UAV pilots suffering from a 

video game mentality. Sources used by Gregory have also been used by the author of this thesis. 

There are also works that the author of this thesis has not had access to that addresses this 

subject. Examples are reports made by or for the USAF. The author has requested some of these 

but have not been granted access to them. 

 

1.4 Methodology 

1.4.1 Choice of method 

The chosen method for the thesis is a qualitative study of literature that addresses how UCAVs 

are operated, how the sensors of a UCAV work, how and what information is presented to the 

pilot and how carrying out a remote lethal strike affects a pilot. Information regarding these 

subjects will be found in literature and later present it in this thesis. Afterwards that information 

will be analyzed in accordance with the selected theories and with regards to the research 

question and its delimitations. In order to maintain a high validity, the author will during the 

analysis examine factors that, according to the selected theories, may decrease the pilot 

reluctance towards killing. This analysis will strictly follow the selected theories and the 

research question and it’s delimitation in order to make the results reproducible and to maintain 

a high reliability.  

When information must be interrupted, such as in the case of experiences and their impact on an 

individual or individuals, full excerpts may be presented in order to allow others to analyze 

them and minimizing the risk of distortion. The choice has also been made only to include 

information that is relevant to answer the research question and to exclude information such as 

technical data that won’t be used in the analysis. 

                                                             
8 Singer, P. W., Wired for war: the robotics revolution and conflict in the twenty-first century, Penguin 
Press, New York, 2009 
9 Gregory, Derek, From a View to a Kill: Drones and Late Modern War, Theory, Culture & Society, vol. 28, no. 
7-8 (2011), pp. 188-215 
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This will, as a whole, make up an analysis (of some) of the ideas presented in the selected 

literature.  

1.4.2 Motive for choice of method 

The reason for the chosen method is that it is difficult for the author to interview UCAV pilots 

and gain access to, as well as perform tests with, the equipment used by UCAV units. This is 

because neither Sweden nor the Czech Republic operates UCAVs. Nor is it feasible for the author 

to travel abroad and gain access to such systems and their pilots. This forced the author use a 

literature study in order to address the research question. 

Another issue is the secrecy regarding these units and the equipment. The author is therefore 

forced to rely only on open sources and, as the author found that there are very few works of 

literature written upon the subject of how UCAVs are operated as well as how executing a killing 

in an armed conflict affects a combatant of western civilization,10 the choice of qualitative, 

instead of a quantitative, study was made. Therefore, in order to address the research question 

with a qualitative literature study, the author has relied upon articles and books written on the 

subjects by experts such as Matt J Martin. 

The primary motive for the selected information presented in the thesis, such as quotations and 

technical aspects, was to have as accurate information as possible. The number of citations is 

therefore more than what is generally required by the Oxford reference system but the author 

believes that it is better to have more to back up the claims presented in the thesis than less.  

 

1.5 Research material 

1.5.1 Choice of sources 

When writing this thesis the author will draw heavily on the written and published works of 

Matt J Martin and Charles W Sasser (Predator: the remote-control air war over Iraq and 

Afghanistan: a pilot's story). Apart from these works, a number of articles written upon the 

subjects of killing and UAVs will also be used. 

The reasons for these choices of literature are that they are all open sources, available to the 

author either via databases, bookstores or libraries, and together form a broad collection of 

material and have often been peer reviewed. Another reason for the choice of literature is that 

Martin’s book were frequently referenced when the subject of operating UCAVs is discussed and 

                                                             
10 Grossman, Dave, On killing: the psychological cost of learning to kill in war and society, Rev. ed., Little, 
Brown and Co., New York, 2009, p. 3. 
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the topic of using them to execute lethal strikes. It is also one of the few published works written 

on the subject that is openly available. 

Martin’s and Sasser’s book in particular have been selected as it presents a general description 

of how an UAV unit operate and details the work of a pilot from both a first-hand perspective as 

well as, in some cases, a second-hand perspective. It is also the only work found by the author 

that not only briefly describes how it is for the pilot to operate an UCAV but also goes into detail 

about how the UCAV unit is organized.  

1.5.2 Validation of material 

Martin and Sasser’s book will be seen to a great extent as a first-hand source regarding how a 

UAV/UCAV can be operated as Martin, a lieutenant colonel in the US Air Force, has made a career 

serving as a UAV/UCAV pilot in both Iraq and Afghanistan, and has trained other Predator pilots. 

Martin have also lead and supervised numerous UAV/UCAV missions, and also has experience 

flying civilian airplanes, having a civilian private pilot’s license with an instrument flight rule 

rating.11 Martin’s and Sasser’s work is seen as contemporary as their book was published in 

2010 and addresses the United States’ use of UAVs from the late 90s until present day with 

emphasis on combat and reconnaissance operations in Iraq and Afghanistan between 2003 and 

2006. One of the most recent subjects that the book addresses is the size of the US predator pilot 

corps as of January 2010.12 Sasser, a former US Navy Journalist as well as former member of US 

Army Special Forces and now full-time freelance journalist/writer, has co-authored the book 

with Martin. Martin and Sasser’s book have been used in peer reviewed articles before such as 

Derek Gregory’s ‘From a View to a Kill: Drones and Late Modern War’.13 

The articles used for this thesis, are mainly published in peer reviewed magazines and journals. 

One episode from a televised news magazine made by CBS News (60 minutes) has also been 

used in this thesis. In the episode the journalist interviews members of the USAF and a Predator 

unit regarding the Predator and its use. Statements made by the Air Force personnel during the 

interview as well as the description of one of the Predators sensor’s capabilities have been 

presented in this thesis.  

 

                                                             
11 Martin, Matt J. & Sasser, Charles W., Predator: the remote-control air war over Iraq and Afghanistan: a 
pilot’s story, Zenith, Minneapolis, Minn., 2010, p. 13. 
12 Ibid, p. 308. 
13 Gregory, Derek, From a View to a Kill: Drones and Late Modern War, Theory, Culture & Society, vol. 28, 
no. 7-8 (2011), pp. 188-215 
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1.6 Disposition 
The thesis will be divided into five main parts. The first part of the thesis describes its purpose, 

research question, choice of methodology and sources. The second part will describe the chosen 

theories on which the analysis will be based. The third will describe how the chosen example 

system works and are operated as well as information the pilot receives. The forth part will be 

an analysis and discussion coupled with the selected theories whiles the fifth part will address 

the research question with regards to the results of the analysis as well as its delimitations, 

suggestions for further forms of research and an argumentation regarding the thesis as a whole. 

The example system selected for the third part is the MQ-1B Predator. The reason for the 

selection of an example system is that the concept of “a UCAV” is both broad and vague and must 

therefore be illustrated. One reason for selecting the MQ-1B Predator is that it is heavily featured 

in Matt J Martin’s and Charles W Sasser’s book ‘Predator: the remote-control air war over Iraq 

and Afghanistan: a pilot's story’ and information regarding how it is operated is detailed in their 

book. The Predator is also one of the few operational UCAVs.14  

When writing the thesis the author has assumed that the reader has little or no experience with 

the subject of UCAVs and the theories presented. The second and third part will therefore both 

be lengthy and detailed; however the author has strived to be both brief and to the point in 

order to minimize the risk of personal views and opinions shaping the thesis and its results. 

Quotations will be used to a great extent in the third part when describing how it feels to operate 

a Predator UCAV. This choice has been made in order to preserve the crew member’s 

experiences of operating a Predator UCAV. 

The information that has been presented in the second and third part has been selected in 

accordance with the purpose of the thesis. Subjects that have not been deemed as helpful for the 

thesis, such as regional politics and individual missions, have therefore been filtered out by the 

author. 

  

2 Theories 
Theories presented in ‘On killing: the psychological cost of learning to kill in war and society’, 

the work of former US Army lieutenant colonel and professor of psychology Dave Grossman, is 

used in this thesis as they address the act of killing from a psychological standpoint. The work is 
                                                             
14 Zwijnenburg, Wim & Oudes, Cor, Does Unmanned Make Unacceptable?, IKV Pax Christi, 2011, p. 12, 
http://www.ikvpaxchristi.nl/files/Documenten/Veiligheid%20en%20Ontwapening/Does%20U%20mak
e%20U_low_single.pdf (Acc. 2012-04-05) 

http://www.ikvpaxchristi.nl/files/Documenten/Veiligheid%20en%20Ontwapening/Does%20U%20make%20U_low_single.pdf
http://www.ikvpaxchristi.nl/files/Documenten/Veiligheid%20en%20Ontwapening/Does%20U%20make%20U_low_single.pdf
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recognized as scientific literature, deals with the effects that war and killing have on military 

personnel and civilians. The work also cites real experiences from people who have killed or 

ordered others to kill, as well as refers to a number of other scientific works written upon the 

subject. Grossman’s work is recognized by people who have killed as relevant even though 

Grossman himself has not taken another person’s life.15 While recognized and used in education, 

the work does not go without criticism.  One example is the section about how videogames 

conditions today’s youth, which has been criticized as other scientists have come to other 

conclusions on the effects of videogames with regards to violence in real life.16 

Two different theories have been selected to be used in this thesis. The first is Grossmans theory 

regarding the anatomy of killing and the second is Grossmans theory of killing at a distance. The 

reason for these theories is that they addresses relevant factors that occur when operating a 

UCAV such as interacting with something from afar (killing at a distance and an anatomy of 

killing) and how the surroundings make an individual more or less reluctant to executing a 

killing (an anatomy of killing). These theories will later be used as a basis for the analysis part of 

this thesis.  

2.1 An anatomy of killing, an overall model of killing-enabling factors 
The main idea of Grossmans theory of “an anatomy of killing” is that the effects of authority, 

group absolution, the killers predispositions, the physical and emotional distance the killer may 

have with regards to and in relation to the victim as well as the relevance and payoff of taking 

the victim’s life, form the basis for what enables the killer to overcome his/her reluctance to kill 

someone of their own species.   

Grossman has named these factors “killing-enabling factors”. In the figure below Grossman 

illustrates how these factors are connected to one another. Following the illustration is an 

explanation of each of the factors that makes up the theory. The physical distance and how it 

aids in overcoming the reluctance and resistance of killing will be described in the next theory 

(killing at a distance). 

                                                             
15 Grossman, Dave, On killing: the psychological cost of learning to kill in war and society, Rev. ed., Little, 
Brown and Co., New York, 2009, p. xxxiii. 
16 Dalquist, Ulf & Christofferson. Jan, Våldsamma datorspel och aggression – en översikt av forskningen 
2000–2011, Statens Medieråd, 2011-12-05, p. 6, 
http://www.statensmedierad.se/upload/_pdf/Statens_medierad_Valdsamma_datorspel_och_aggression.p
df (Acc. 2012-03-26) 

http://www.statensmedierad.se/upload/_pdf/Statens_medierad_Valdsamma_datorspel_och_aggression.pdf
http://www.statensmedierad.se/upload/_pdf/Statens_medierad_Valdsamma_datorspel_och_aggression.pdf
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Fig 1. Killing enabling factors.17 

2.1.1 Demands of authority 

The ability for an authority to make someone else execute an act, violent or peaceful, derives 

from the legitimacy of the authority. The more legitimacy an authority holds over an individual, 

the more inclined is the individual who follows the authority to obey its orders.18 It has been 

found that the most critical factor amongst combat veterans when it comes to firing upon the 

enemy is to be told to fire. The chances of the killer following the orders of an authority figure 

that it respect increases with the respect. 

However respect for an authority figure may not always be enough to follow an order. For 

example, the proximity of the authority figure may increase the subject’s likelihood to obey the 

authority’s orders.  

A socially sanctioned, legitimate and accepted authority will usually be followed if it makes 

lawful and anticipated demands and has the potential to overcome an individual’s resistance to 

killing. However, if the authority makes an unlawful demand, such as to murder, the individual’s 

resistance to killing may be stronger than the authority’s demands. The authority can overcome 

this by increasing the intensity of its demands. In the case of the murders in the South 

Vietnamese village of My Lai during the Vietnam War, an officer made his soldiers overcome 

their reluctance to follow his orders to murder the village inhabitants by first murdering 

villagers himself.19 In other cases, being screamed at may be enough for an individual to 

overcome their reluctance to kill.20  

                                                             
17 Grossman, Dave, On killing: the psychological cost of learning to kill in war and society, Rev. ed., Little, 
Brown and Co., New York, 2009 p. 142. The figure has been recreated by the author of this thesis in order 
to insert it into the text. 
18 Ibid, p. 145. 
19 Loc cit. 
20 Ibid, p. 146. 
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2.1.2 Group absolution 

The primary factor that motivates soldiers to kill is the sense of accountability for his 

comrades.21 At times, the sole reason for a soldier to engage an enemy may be that the enemy is 

endangering the members of the soldiers group. The soldier may be scared and desire to flee but 

if the soldier has bonded with his/her group, is with them when the group is in a situation when 

it needs to fight, then the soldier will generally feel responsible for the other members of the 

group and therefore be much more likely to kill compared to if he/she were not with their 

group. The likelihood of the soldier to kill is in turn enforced by other effects that come with 

being a member of a group. If one soldier starts to engage the group’s enemy, other members of 

the group are more inclined to do the same.22 One of the reasons for this is how the actions of 

members of a group influence the other members of the group. Another reason for this is that as 

a member of a group, the individual’s actions are not always perceived by the individual to just 

be that of his/her own but rather that of the group and the individual as such consider that the 

responsibilities of his/her actions as shared with the group. If the individual kills, the fault and 

responsibility is in turn spread amongst the members of the group.23 Another aspect of killing in 

a group is that the individual is at times able to deny that it was his/her actions that killed the 

victim since the lethal blow may have been delivered by someone else. Further, the more 

members of the group the individual has bonded with, the more reason the individual has to kill 

and fight for the group.  

During the Second World War, almost 100 percent of the crew-served weapons (such as 

machine guns) fired at the enemy, whilst only 15 to 20 percent of riflemen did. 

2.1.3 Predisposition of the killer 

If conditioned and trained accordingly, the reluctance to kill may be decreased. Recent 

experiences and temperament may also reduce the reluctance. Death of friends and loved may 

make the killer unable to act but may also motivate the killer to take revenge for his/her fallen 

comrade.24 If an individual are exposed to killing it may also make the individual feel a lesser 

reluctance towards it. 

And whilst some individuals need to be conditioned into allowing themselves to kill others have 

a natural predisposition that allows them. These individuals lack the normal resistance and 

reluctance to kill. “[I]f pushed or given a legitimate reason, [these individuals] will kill without 

                                                             
21 Grossman, Dave, On killing: the psychological cost of learning to kill in war and society, Rev. ed., Little, 
Brown and Co., New York, 2009, p. 149. 
22 Ibid, p. 151. 
23 Ibid, p. 153. 
24 Ibid, p. 179. 
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regret or remorse.”25 Many are perfectly healthy, normal and responsible contributors to society 

whereas others are aggressive psychopaths. According to Swank and Marchland’s World War II 

study, two percent of soldiers in the study displayed a lack of the expected normal resistance 

towards killing that other soldiers had.26  

2.1.4 Total distance from victim 

The more the killer can distance them from the victim, the harder it gets for the killer to identify 

with the victim, the easier it will become for the killer to take the victims life.27 Grossman 

describes the total distance a killer can have towards the victim as consisting of five different 

factors: physical distance, cultural distance, mechanical distance, social distance and moral 

distance. The latter four together make up what Grossman calls emotional distance and are just 

as potent as the physical distance in enabling the killer to distance him/herself from the victim 

and in allowing the killer to overcome their reluctance to take another human’s life. The 

combination of these five factors form one of the reasons affects a killer’s willingness to kill. 

2.1.4.1 Cultural distance 

If the killer can distance him/herself from the culture that the victim is a part of and represents, 

it could make it easier for the killer to take the life of the victim. Grossman lists cultural distance 

as “[…] racial and ethnic differences, which permit the killer to dehumanize the victim”.28 But 

racial and ethnic differences are not the same as racism. Nor is it required to actively create a 

cultural distance, such as by speaking less of the enemy, to achieve a cultural distance. The 

enemy can be so racially and culturally different from the killer that a cultural distance appears 

naturally.29  

2.1.4.2 Social distance 

The social distance refers to the perceived difference of social and economic class between the 

killer and victim.  If the killer identifies the victim as a member of a social and economic class 

that he/she cannot relate to, it in turn becomes easier for the killer to take the victim’s life.30 

2.1.4.3 Mechanical distance 

When a killer interacts with the victim via the use of a tool, for example thermal imagery sensor 

or a night vision device, a psychological distance is established. This distance, referred to by 

                                                             
25 Grossman, Dave, On killing: the psychological cost of learning to kill in war and society, Rev. ed., Little, 
Brown and Co., New York, 2009, p. 181. 
26 Ibid, p. 180. 
27 Ibid, p. 158. 
28 Ibid, p. 160. 
29 Ibid, p. 163. 
30 Ibid, p. 169. 
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Grossman as mechanical distance, can enable killers to deny that they are killing humans but 

instead are attacking something else; for example, a group of pixels.31 

2.1.4.4 Moral distance 

Moral distance is divided into two different categories, punishment justification and legal 

justification. Both are used to create legitimacy for the killer’s cause but they derive from 

different sources.32 Punishment justification commonly originates from a desire to avenge 

something. Legal justification is the belief that the cause for which one is killing and fighting is 

morally just, a necessity and a right of the individual or nation.33 An example of legal justification 

is to wage war in self-defence.  

2.1.5 Target attractiveness of victim 

If the killer is at little or no risk of being killed by the victim, then the resistance the killer feels 

towards killing may decrease. This can be achieved by, for example, a tactical or technological 

advantage.34  If the killing of the victims provides a gain for the killer and a loss for the enemy 

the killer may also enjoy less resistance to kill. This can be displayed if the killer has multiple 

possible victims whose life they may take. In those scenarios the killer is more likely to kill the 

targets that he/she finds to be of most gain for the killer and the killer’s cause. However, if there 

is no relevance or payoff for the killing of any of the victims, the reluctance to kill is increased. 

Unlawful victims, such as civilians that do not actively take part in an armed conflict, will be 

more difficult to kill than combatants. This reluctance is carried over to cases where a normally 

unlawful victim becomes a lawful victim, such as in the case of self-defence. The reason for this is 

that it will be difficult for killers to rationalize their actions, until what used to be forbidden 

suddenly becomes permitted.35 

 

2.2 Killing at a distance 
In the third section of On Killing, Grossman describes the theory of how physical distance makes 

it easier or harder for an individual to execute a killing. The theory says, the less an individual is 

able to identify the targets as human beings, the easier it is to take their lives. This is most 

prominent at the greatest of distances as the killers there do not think of themselves as someone 

who is killing a human but rather as someone who is attacking a target.36 The closer the killer 

                                                             
31 Grossman, Dave, On killing: the psychological cost of learning to kill in war and society, Rev. ed., Little, 
Brown and Co., New York, 2009, p. 170. 
32 Ibid, p. 164. 
33 Ibid, pp. 166-167. 
34 Ibid, p. 172. 
35 Ibid, p. 174. 
36 Ibid, p. 108. 
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gets to the target, the harder is becomes to take the victim’s life as their humanity becomes 

increasingly more difficult to deny.37  

 
Fig 2. Physical distance between the killer and his/her target and how it affects the killer’s reluctance to kill 

the target. 38 

This graph is used by Grossman to illustrate the various ranges the killer is at in relation to the 

target as well as the resistance the killer feels towards killing the victim at the respective ranges. 

A brief summary of the ranges and their effects on the killer is given below. The ranges that 

require the killer to use an edged or blunt weapon, or unarmed combat, will not be presented. 

2.2.1 Maximum and long range 

In the categories of maximum and long range killing bomber crews, fighter pilots, snipers, 

artillerymen and missile operators are found. All of these have to overcome a great physical 

distance in order to engage and kill their targets. In order to overcome this distance they use one 

or more tools that in return create a mechanical distance as they themselves no longer directly 

interact with the target. For the sniper it may be the rifle scope and for the fighter pilot it may be 

the system that allows the pilot to lock onto the target.39 The operators at these ranges rarely 

operate alone and therefore often under the effect of group absolution.   

In the case of bomber crews, artillerymen and missile operators, the target may never present 

itself as a clear and distinctive human being but instead as a grid reference, a vehicle or building 

and is consequently often just seen as targets.40 Because of this, bomber crews who firebombed 

                                                             
37 Grossman, Dave, On killing: the psychological cost of learning to kill in war and society, Rev. ed., Little, 
Brown and Co., New York, 2009, p. 102. 
38 Ibid, p. 98. The graph has been recreated by the author of this thesis in order to insert it into the text. 
39 Ibid, p. 109. 
40 Ibid, p. 108. 
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Hamburg and Dresden during the Second World War where reportedly able to emotionally deny 

the horrors their ordinance caused and deny that their targets are human beings and 

consequently experienced little to no reluctance towards dropping the bombs on their targets.41 

The way bomber crews operate allows them to repress their reluctance42. This also holds true 

for fighter pilots who, whilst they may identify with the person in the enemy aircraft, still see 

themselves to be firing at targets and not humans flying airplanes.  

Snipers on the other hand know that their target is a human being and snipers know that they 

are killing other humans, and yet they do not experience the same reactions as killers at closer 

ranges since the way they operate depersonalizes the killing.43  

2.2.2 Mid- and hand-grenade range 

At midrange the killer is able to see and engage the enemy with a rifle and is in return themself 

at risk of being engaged by the enemy. But at this distance, the killer is still unable to fully 

perceive the physical effect on the victim that the killer may have caused, nor is the killer able to 

fully perceive the sounds the victim makes. Due to the uncertainty of the effects of the killer’s 

actions, the killer may be able to deny them. This ability to deny that it was the killer who took 

the life of the victim may also be increased if the killer is a member of a group whose members 

are also engaging the victim. After having killed the enemy, the killer often experiences a period 

of euphoria. The euphoria is usually followed by guilt. The guilt is generally increased if the killer 

studies the victim he/she has killed as the psychological buffer created by the distance then 

disappears.44 

If a hand-grenade is used the killer usually does not see the effects of the explosion and shrapnel 

as the killer him/herself strive to avoid them. This has shown at the closer ranges to make it 

psychologically easier for soldiers to use a grenade rather than a rifle to engage the enemy.45 But 

whilst the killer may not be forced to see the victim being affected by the grenade, the killer 

instead may hear the victim being affected and may later be forced to see the effects on the 

victim. This in return denies the killer the ability to deny that he/she killed and what effects the 

killing had.  

2.2.3 Close range 

At close range, the killer goes through a much shorter euphoria stage compared to that of 

midrange as the effects of the killer’s actions are much more apparent. The killer commits a 
                                                             
41 Grossman, Dave, On killing: the psychological cost of learning to kill in war and society, Rev. ed., Little, 
Brown and Co., New York, 2009, p. 102. 
42 Ibid, p. 100. 
43 Ibid, p. 109. 
44 Ibid, p. 111. 
45 Ibid, p. 113. 
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personal kill, that is to say, the killer knows whom he/she has killed and is unable to deny it. 

Therefore the killer usually experiences a greater guilt stage. In order to differentiate close range 

with the closer ranges the criteria of a projectile weapon is used. Distance-wise, what classifies 

as close range may be as close as point-blank range and up to midrange. That the killer is denied 

the ability to deny that he/she has killed is what defines the range as close range and not 

midrange. At close range, the killer is commonly unable to kill the victim as it is impossible to 

view it as a target. The resistance to killing another human being often becomes too great.46 

 

3 An Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicle 
This part of the thesis will focus on describing a UCAV, how it is operated, how its sensors work 

and what information and intelligence its pilot receives. The author has selected an example 

system in order to illustrate this. The selected system is the MQ-1B Predator. The information 

regarding it is primarily taken from Martin’s and Sasser’s book ‘Predator: the remote-control air 

war over Iraq and Afghanistan: a pilot's story’. The description of the MQ-1B Predator presented 

in this thesis and how it is operated will be general and will ignore personal predispositions that 

pilots may have displayed in Martin and Sasser’s book, as is in accordance with the delimitations 

put on the research question. This part will not include the training Predator pilots receive as 

the information regarding it varies greatly and is vaguely, and is only briefly, described by 

Martin. 

3.1 The MQ-1B Predator, a description 

47 

                                                             
46 Grossman, Dave, On killing: the psychological cost of learning to kill in war and society, Rev. ed., Little, 
Brown and Co., New York, 2009, p. 119. 
47 A  MQ-1B Predator armed with two Hellfire missiles. Image courtesy of Dave Cibley/US Air Force 
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The MQ-1B Predator is an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), also referred to as a remotely piloted 

aircraft (RPA), used for reconnaissance and attacking targets. Whilst the system is categorized as 

unmanned, it is piloted from afar. Due to its capability of attack, it is furthermore designated as 

an unmanned combat aerial vehicle (UCAV).  The Predator performed its first flight in 1994, then 

known as the RQ-1. The “R” stands for reconnaissance, “Q” unmanned and “1” refers to that is 

was the first of a series of purposed UAV systems.48 When the system was armed in 2001 it was 

designated as the MQ-1B Predator. The “M” means multirole and the B refers to it being the 

second version of the “1” system.  

3.1.1 Technical description 

The MQ-1B Predator is about the size of a small Cessna airplane and uses a pusher propeller for 

propulsion. It can stay airborne for 24 hours without refuelling, fly at an altitude of 25 000 feet 

(7620 meters) and have a top speed of 217km/h.  

It is controlled from a ground control station (GCS) either via the C-band (then limited by line-of-

sight) or the Ku-band (then using satellite link for over-the-horizon operations). If controlled by 

line-of-sight, the Predator’s operational radius is limited to 278 km.49 If controlled via satellite, 

the radius is increased to 1240 km.50 Should the Predator lose its connection to the GCS, it will 

autonomously navigate towards a preset destination, such as its landing zone. 

3.1.2 Armament 

The Predator may carry up to two AGM-114 Hellfire missiles. The missiles are guided towards 

their target by the Predators multispectral targeting system (MTS) (the “ball” under the nose of 

the aircraft, featured in the previous image).  The MTS also houses many of the optical sensors 

that the crew and aircraft uses. The MTS guides the aircraft’s missiles by firing its laser 

designator at the target. The missiles are then attracted by the reflected laser and fly towards 

the source of the reflection, the target.51 The Predator is also able to send target information to 

other units who may then engage the target, lead in other unit’s ordnance with the laser 

designator as well as mark the target with the MTS infrared marker. 

                                                             
48 Military Periscope, MQ-1 Predator UAV, Military Periscope, 2008-09-01, 
http://www.militaryperiscope.com/weapons/aircraft/rpv-dron/w0003578.html (Acc. 2012-04-01),  
49 Loc cit. 
50 United States Air Force, U.S. Air Force Fact Sheet: MQ-1B PREDATOR, United States Air Force, 2012, 
http://www.af.mil/information/factsheets/factsheet_print.asp?fsID=122&page=1 (Acc. 2012-04-02) 
51 Martin, Matt J. & Sasser, Charles W., Predator: the remote-control air war over Iraq and Afghanistan: a 
pilot's story, Zenith, Minneapolis, Minn., 2010, p. 19. 

http://www.militaryperiscope.com/weapons/aircraft/rpv-dron/w0003578.html
http://www.af.mil/information/factsheets/factsheet_print.asp?fsID=122&page=1
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3.1.2.1 The AGM-114 Hellfire 

The Predator is capable of carrying different versions of the air-to-ground AGM-114 Hellfire 

missiles. Four examples are the M-, K-, “Special K”- and P-models.52 

The M-model has a nine millisecond delayed fuse and is designed, with the use of its kinetic 

energy, to burst through its target and detonate inside it.   

The K-model is designed for use against armoured targets. It is a tandem weapon that uses two 

shaped-charges to penetrate its target and later detonates inside it. What differentiates the 

Special K-model and the K-model is that the sleeves in which the shaped charges rest, upon 

detonation in the Special K-model, create shrapnel that affects unarmoured targets (such as 

humans) within a radius of up to fifteen meters.  

The P-model is an upgraded K-model that is able to receive its target information from two 

places, directly from the Predator in the form of co-ordinates, or via the laser designator’s 

reflection. It may therefore, if the link to the laser designator is lost, still fly towards its target 

and may reacquire the laser designator’s reflection.53 Another advantage is that the P-model 

may be fired independently of direction of travel of the aircraft.  Once launched, it may turn and 

then lock onto the reflected laser and fly towards the target.54 The P-model is also to be fired 

from a higher altitude than the K-model (25 000 feet, an increase of 10 000 feet compared from 

the K-model’s 15 000 feet).55 

 

3.2 The MQ-1B Predators sensors 
The main sensors of the MQ-1B are the MTS, the airborne signals intelligence payload 1C (ASIP-

1C) and the nose camera that the pilot uses to fly the aircraft. The ASIP-1C provides the Predator 

unit with signal intelligence and is “[…] capable of detecting, identifying and locating radars and 

other types of electronic and modern communications signals.”56 

                                                             
52 Martin, Matt J. & Sasser, Charles W., Predator: the remote-control air war over Iraq and Afghanistan: a 
pilot's story, Zenith, Minneapolis, Minn., 2010, p. 42. 
53 Ibid, pp. 42-43. 
54 Ibid, p. 251. 
55 Jane’s Information Group, AGM-114P Hellfire nears combat use, Jane's Missiles and Rockets, 2005-07-
11, 
http://search.janes.com/Search/documentView.do?docId=/content1/janesdata/mags/jmr/history/jmr2
005/jmr01505.htm (Acc. 2012-04-01) 
56 Jane’s Information Group, Airborne Signals Intelligence Payload (ASIP) (United States), Jane's Radar and 
Electronic Warfare Systems, 2012-01-11, http://articles.janes.com/articles/Janes-Radar-and-Electronic-
Warfare-Systems/Airborne-Signals-Intelligence-Payload-ASIP-United-States.html (Acc. 2012-04-02) 

http://search.janes.com/Search/documentView.do?docId=/content1/janesdata/mags/jmr/history/jmr2005/jmr01505.htm
http://search.janes.com/Search/documentView.do?docId=/content1/janesdata/mags/jmr/history/jmr2005/jmr01505.htm
http://articles.janes.com/articles/Janes-Radar-and-Electronic-Warfare-Systems/Airborne-Signals-Intelligence-Payload-ASIP-United-States.html
http://articles.janes.com/articles/Janes-Radar-and-Electronic-Warfare-Systems/Airborne-Signals-Intelligence-Payload-ASIP-United-States.html
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The aircraft’s nose camera has a limited field of view compared to the MTS and will remain fixed 

during landings.57 The pilot must rely on the MTS for infrared vision. 

3.2.1 Multispectral targeting system, the Raytheon AN/AAS-52 

The MTS, also designated as MTS-A to distinguish it 

from other MTSs used by the US Armed Forces, 

features an infrared (IR) camera for low-light and 

night flying, a variable-aperture camera for day light 

use (TV), infrared marker, laser range finder (LRF) and 

laser range designator (LRD).59 It features a system to 

fuse the TV and IR image to improve the information 

available for the operator. Using its LRD it may lead in 

all NATO laser-guided munitions.60 

Due to its design, the systems configuration may be 

built upon with other sensors such as near infrared 

cameras and illuminators. The variable-aperture 

camera can produce an image of a target at about 

10 000 feet (about 3 km) where the operator can 

see targets in detail.  

 

3.2.1.1 Testimonials regarding the quality of the MTS’s sensors 

“[…] [S]oldiers say they can read a license plate from two miles up [3.2 km].”62 – P. W. Singer 

“The telephoto lenses brought out the full picture. A guy with his head wrapped came out of 

the house to stretch and yawn […]”63–Lt. Col. Matt J Martin 

                                                             
57 Martin, Matt J. & Sasser, Charles W., Predator: the remote-control air war over Iraq and Afghanistan: a 
pilot's story, Zenith, Minneapolis, Minn., 2010, pp. 230-231. 
58 The Raytheon AN/AAS-52 mounted underneath an MQ-1B Predator. Image courtesy of James Gordon, 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/james_gordon_los_angeles/6460653415/ 
59 Martin, Matt J. & Sasser, Charles W., Predator: the remote-control air war over Iraq and Afghanistan: a 
pilot's story, Zenith, Minneapolis, Minn., 2010, p. 19. 
60 Jane’s Information Group, AN/AAS-52 Multispectral Targeting System (MTS)-A, Jane’s Avionics¸ 2011-
08-04. 
61 Logan, Lara, Drones: America’s New Air Force, CBS News 60 minutes, 2009-08-14, 
http://www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/?id=5245555n (Acc. 2012-04-17) 
Author’s note. Still image taken at 10 000 feet. The operator can see what the target are wearing and 
doing. It is unknown to the author if the image quality has been degraded by the USAF before it was 
handed over to CBS, but the quality has suffered as a result of the networks encoding of the video stream. 
62 Singer, P. W., Wired for war: the robotics revolution and conflict in the twenty-first century, Penguin 
Press, New York, 2009, p. 33. 

58 

61 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/james_gordon_los_angeles/6460653415/
http://www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/?id=5245555n
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“He wore a checkered headdress and baggy pants; few of the foreigners who came to came to 

fight wore robes unless they were going to a formal event – for example, meeting with 

Zarqawi on how to bomb Shiites on a bus or in a mosque.”64–Lt. Col. Matt J Martin 

The MTS allows the operator to see details such as if a headdress is checkered. No reference was 

made as to what altitude Martin’s aircraft was operating. However, common altitudes featured 

in Martin’s book at which the Predator is operated are around 10 000 feet. 

 

3.3 How an MQ-1B Predator is operated 
The main source for this part of the thesis will be Matt J Martin and his book written on the 

subject. The part will include how the organizations look in general, how the MQ-1B is operated 

within the USAF and what information the pilot receives. This section will also include general 

experiences Martin and others have shown when it comes to operating an MQ-1B Predator and 

killing with the Predator’s weapon system. 

3.3.1 The organization 

A Predator system consists of four aircrafts, a GCS and, if needed, a satellite uplink (for flying 

beyond line-of-sight). Each Predator is controlled by one pilot and one sensor operator.65 If 

additional resources are required, such as a safety observer for when a strike is to be made, it 

may be attached to the unit.66 In addition to the crew are maintenance personnel, other 

personnel from the Predator Operations Center (a POC refers to a unit from where Predators are 

operated) and, if needed, support contractors. 

Other people are involved as well, such as image analysts, that monitors the Predator’s video 

feed in the hopes of finding valuable information, and personnel from the Combined Air and 

Space Operations Center (CAOC) that directs the air force units within its theatre. 

3.3.1.1 The crew and the Ground Control Station  

A ground control station (GCS) is essentially a trailer from where the crews operate the 

aircraft(s). In it there are stations that form the “cockpits” for the crews. These stations consist 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
63 Martin, Matt J. & Sasser, Charles W., Predator: the remote-control air war over Iraq and Afghanistan: a 
pilot's story, Zenith, Minneapolis, Minn., 2010, p. 34. 
64 Ibid, p. 266. 
65 Ibid, p. 18. 
66 Ibid, p. 43. 
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of four screens in front of both the pilot and the sensor operator as well as one in between them. 

In total, there are nine screens for each station.67 

The top screen for the pilot displays a map of the area in which the pilot is currently flying the 

aircraft as well as where the aircraft is located. Below it is the head-up display (HUD) that shows 

video from the MTS or from the planes front facing camera. Below the HUD are two head-down 

displays (HDD 1 and 2). The HDDs show engine and fuel data as well as other types of aircraft 

information. The ninth display, the one in-between the pilots and the sensor operators stations, 

is connected to the mission computer. Its screen is split in the middle; one side displays the 

location of friendly air and ground forces in the vicinity of the aircraft whilst the other half a 

number of chatrooms. It is through these chatrooms the crew primarily communicates with 

other units. The crew may also communicate with other units over radio.68 The pilot controls the 

aircraft and launches its missiles using a keyboard, joystick and trackball. The sensor operator 

has similar controls. 

The sensor operator’s console is dedicated to 

controlling the system’s sensors. The sensor 

operator’s main purpose is to provide the pilot 

with as good a view of targets and the 

environment as possible, and to provide 

intelligence officers, image analysts, ground 

commanders and air force commanders the 

best possible information that the system 

allows.70  In order to do this, the Predator constantly streams its video feed to other units, such 

as the CAOC and Joint Terminal Attack Controllers (JTAC, a ground commander that has the final 

say when it comes to striking a target). As the sensor operator is in charge of the MTS, the sensor 

operator is also responsible for the aiming of MTS’s laser range designator (LRD) and infrared 

marker. The LRD are in turn used to direct missiles and other forms of ordinance.  

Before each mission, the pilot and sensor operator are briefed by the mission commander (MCC) 

at the POC on the current mission and tasks. The pilot is an officer whilst the sensor operator is 

in usually enlisted personnel. Placement of the crew within a GCS may vary. Two pilots may for 

example be seated next to each other. 
                                                             
67 Martin, Matt J. & Sasser, Charles W., Predator: the remote-control air war over Iraq and Afghanistan: a 
pilot's story, Zenith, Minneapolis, Minn., 2010, p. 30. 
68 Ibid, p. 51. 
69 Two Predator pilots operating separate aircrafts. Image courtesy of Staff Sgt. Cohen A. Young/US Air 
Force  
70 Hagerman, Eric, POINT CLICK KILL, Popular Science, 275, 3 (2009), Military & Government Collection, 
EBSCOhost, accessed 15 February 2012, p. 40. 

69 
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3.3.1.2 Launch and Recovery Element 

The USAF primarily operates its MQ-1B Predators from the Nevada desert via a network of 

cables and satellite links. This creates an inherit problem of a two second delay between the 

inputs the pilot make via the station’s joystick or keyboard to the aircraft actually performing 

said inputs. This in turns makes it hard and risky to land and launch Predators via satellite link. 

To overcome this, the USAF relies on in-theater units called Launch and Recovery Elements 

(LRE).71  

The purpose of a LRE is to launch and recover aircraft. Recovery isn’t always synonymous with 

landing as the LRE are also supposed to take control of aircraft that have lost their connection to 

Nevada. The LRE may also fulfil other tasks, such as provide reconnaissance and base defence, 

but those are secondary. Whilst the unit that makes up an LRE has few differences compared to 

the ones who operate the Predators from afar,72 the tasks it performs can be very different and, 

as a result, places different demands on the crews. 

Firstly, the crew at the LRE is limited to operating the Predators in line-of-sight. They may 

therefore, if they are given the task of striking and reconnaissance, only do so within the 

narrower operational radius of 278 km. This in turn makes the crew at the LRE more locally 

involved with the tactics within their area of responsibility compared pilots who operate 

Predators from afar, who have a more global and strategic perspective.73 For example, the ones 

who fly from Nevada may one day fly deep within one country and be tasked to provide support 

for special operations units, whilst another day fly over the coastal region of another country 

and provide reconnaissance for naval units. The personnel at the LRE on the other hand will 

always fly within the vicinity of their home base and the complexity of their tasks are therefore 

limited compared to the tasks of those who operate the aircraft from the Nevada desert as they 

must take the broader picture of operational tasks into consideration.74 One advantage for the 

LRE of being on location is the ability to in person interact with the other units involved.75 

Secondly, launching and landing a predator is considered to be the hardest part of operating a 

Predator.76 Part of this is due to the limited field of vision that the pilot receives from the 

Predator’s frontal camera and that the pilot is unable to feel the aircraft as the pilot would if a 
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manned aircraft were flown.77 And lastly, the pilots actually have to know how to land and 

launch, something not all Predator pilots know how to do.78 The reason for this is that the USAF 

has a greater demand for Predator pilots than its supply of them. Therefore, in order to increase 

their supply, training is shortened for some whilst others receive training for both flying, landing 

and launching. All pilots will learn how to launch missiles. 

3.3.1.3 Combined Air and Space Operations Center 

The United States Armed Forces have divided the world into six global areas of responsiblity 

called Unified Combatant Commands. For example, the United States Central Command 

(CENTCOM) is responsible for military operations in what is essentially the Middle East and 

Central Asia. Within CENTCOM is the Combined Air and Space Operations Center (CAOC), 

located in Qatar. A CAOC is in turn in charge of all joint air operations within its theatre.79 Due to 

the Predator being primarily an intelligence asset, responsibility for all Predator operations is 

headed by the CAOCs senior intelligence duty officer (SIDO). Under the SIDO is the intelligence, 

surveillance and reconnaissance cell (ISARC) that in turn is responsible for the missions the 

POCs receive.80 Therefore, if a Predator unit is operated from Nevada but flies in Afghanistan, the 

POC in Nevada will answer to the ISARC unit in Qatar and subsequently receive their briefings 

and missions from them. 

3.3.2 General experiences from flying a Predator 

Pilots describe flying a Predator as like flying while looking through a “soda straw”. At times the 

pilot can only rely on the aircraft’s frontal camera. The pilot is neither able to hear the engine, 

feel the turbulence or feel when the aircraft has touched ground.81 

“By now, I had logged hundreds of hours as a private pilot in a variety of civilian airplanes, 

plus more than a thousand as a military navigator in the RC-135, including combat tours 

over Iraq. I know how an airplane was supposed to feel – and sitting in a GCS, for all it looked 

like a flight cockpit, wasn’t it.” 82 – Lt. Col. Matt J Martin 

Pilots are at times able to overcome some of the limitations regarding the peripheral view by 

using the MTS, but due to mission requirements, the “Ball” isn’t always able look where the pilot 

would prefer it to.  
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“They [pilots] know only the information transmitted into the ground-control station, having 

just their instruments at their disposal. Something as simple as air turbulence can easily be 

mistaken for a flight-control anomaly.” 83 – Lt. Col. Houston R. Cantwell, USAF 

Due to the limited information, a pilot of a Predator will have it more difficult to assess a 

situation compared to pilots of regular aircrafts. Normally, aircrafts are controlled by mechanics 

and hydraulics which in turn provide the pilot with direct feedback on the pilot’s actions. The 

information a Predator pilot receives will be filtered and, as Cantwell puts it, limited to what is 

selected to be transmitted from the Predator to the GCS. 

When flying a Predator another difference compared to regular aircrafts are that the commands 

a pilot give to the aircraft are done through the pilot’s joystick, keyboard or trackball. And due to 

the use of a sophisticated autopilot function, the pilot of a Predator needs less of “stick-and-

rudder skills” compared to regular pilots.84 Yet Predator pilots still need to have an 

understanding of how “winds, weather, and the environment” affect the Predator.85 

“If you had to crab into a crosswind, your view crabbed with you. You couldn’t hear the 

engine, couldn’t feel the ground rush. Everything was pure instrument and video 

interpretation. Add to all that a microsecond control delay due to the electronics relay 

between the GCS and plane and your timing could be thrown off.” 86 – Lt. Col. Matt J Martin 

Another difference is that Predator pilots may not see the mission through from beginning to the 

end. As the aircraft can operate for over 24 hours, a number of pilots may be used. Generally, the 

Predator pilot flies the aircraft for six to twelve hours.87 The pilots must therefore be briefed and 

debriefed before and after each flight in order to maintain the operational status of the unit.88 If 

the mission is at a critical point when a switch is to be made, the current pilot will remain flying 

as long as deemed necessary as that pilot has the best situational awareness.89 

“To us, the Predator is a long-duration, lightly armed (and much less survivable) version of 

an F-16 – with the benefits of persistence, global distribution of video and data, the ability to 
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leverage the entire intelligence apparatus through ground communications link, and the 

ability to think clearly at zero knots and one G.”90 – Lt. Col. Matt J Martin 

Lt. Col. Chris Gough, USAF, a former F-16 pilot who used to flying combat missions over Kosovo, 

has similar experiences. 

“Physiologically, the stimulus and the response - exactly the same.  

I’m not going 400 miles an hour which means when I pull the stick, I don’t get 5 G’s on my 

body. I have much more ability to process and to comprehend what’s going on the battlefield 

and the information just conveyed to me and better relay that information to who needs it.”91 

– Lt. Col. Chris Gough 

When asked if it was stressful to operate a UCAV, Gough responded “Terribly”. 

Due to the size of the aircraft, the altitude at which it flies its low sound profile that is muffled 

even further by the aircraft staying downwind, and how the pilots strive to orbit against the sun 

makes it very hard for an opponent to detect the aircraft without access to qualified sensors.92 

3.3.3 Information and intelligence an MQ-1B pilot receives 

The information a pilot receives is limited to what the system allows the pilot to know. From the 

system, the pilot will receive information regarding the aircraft’s location, other unit’s location, 

flight data, what the MTS and the frontal camera sees. But apart from that, the pilot and sensor 

operator also receive information and intelligence over the radio or through the chatrooms they 

are connected to. 

3.3.3.1 Information and intelligence from outside sources 

Before a mission, the crew will be briefed on their forthcoming tasks and mission. Here they will 

be provided with information and intelligence from their mission commander (MCC). During the 

mission the MCC will, if needed, direct the crew. Information from other units will primarily 

reach the crew via the chatrooms the crew is connected to. 

Depending on the operation, who the crew are connected to varies with the chatrooms that the 

crew is participating in. These chatrooms may range from local chatrooms to the theatre-wide 

ones. During a mission, image analysts that monitor the predator’s video feed may ask the pilot 

and sensor operator for further information regarding something they have seen on the screen 
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or give the crew directions.93 At other times, ground units may direct the predator or provide 

intelligence and information to the crew.94 During a mission units from CAOC may also weigh in 

on how the Predator should be used or provide information and intelligence to the crew.  

3.3.4 Tasks 

An MQ-1B Predator may perform a number of tasks, such as combat search and rescue, 

coordination of other units and weapon systems, reconnaissance, intelligence gathering, 

transportation and air support.95 Among the most demanding and complex tasks a Predator unit 

executes are close air support, air interdiction, armed overwatch and support for Special Forces 

units.96  

3.3.4.1 Using the Predators weapon system 

Before a strike is to be made a number of criteria must have been met:  

1. The target is a valid target 97 

2. The damage caused by the strike is justifiable 98 

3. A ground commander has approved the strike 99 

Details regarding the criteria are commonly found in the units rules of engagement (ROE). A 

Predator follows the same ROE as all other aircraft.100 If the crew or image analysts have 

identified what they consider a valid target, or a request for a strike on a target has been made, 

the ground commander needs to be given sufficient information and intelligence to make the 

final call. This can be achieved by streaming the video feed directly to the ground commander 

and communicating the situation (over the radio, chatrooms, or both). In the end, the ground 

commander holds the ultimate responsibility for the strike.101  

When a strike is to be made, a safety observer will be present. The pilot will strive to optimize 

the conditions for the shot whilst minimizing potential collateral damage. A fitting angle of 

approach and strike will be selected, the speed of the aircraft will decrease to about 15 km/h (8 

knots) and the sensor operator will begin to “lase” the target (fire the laser designator at the 
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target) before the pilot fires the missile.102 The missiles have a range window between 9.5 and 7 

km. It will take roughly 25 to 30 seconds for a missile to reach its target when fired from these 

distances.103 During this time the sensor operator must at all times keep the LRD aimed at the 

target. If someone or something that isn’t a valid target appears after the missile has been 

launched, the killing will likely still be executed even though the unwanted target may be 

harmed or killed. This is because diverting the missile to an unknown location may cause even 

worse unintended consequences.104 After the pilot has fired the aircraft’s missile, the pilot will 

keep the aircraft en route until the target has been struck. Afterwards the aircraft and crew stay 

with the target in order to determine battle damage assessments. 

Every missile launched must be logged and reported by the pilot. The optimal altitude for 

launching a Hellfire missile from a Predator is 10 000 feet.105 The delay created by controlling 

the aircraft from afar also makes it almost impossible for the crew to strike a moving target.106 It 

is therefore preferable for a Predator unit to strike stationary targets.  

3.3.5 General experiences from executing a killing with a Predator’s missiles 

In accordance with the research questions delimitation, this part will only present what happens 

up until the pilot fires the missile. Nor will this part present experience of the sensor operator 

from lasing, marking, or transmitting coordinates to other units who in turn will execute the 

killing or lead in a ordnance to the target. Only experiences from pilots will be presented.  

3.3.5.1 Will 

In Martin and Sasser’s book, Martin and others display a willingness to execute a killing. This is 

presented itself as a motivation to kill a target for operational gain or for the safety of colleagues 

or civilians.  

“There are going to be a lot of our kids [Soldiers and Marines] killed in that damnable city 

[Fallujah]. I have to do everything I can to minimize our casualties.”107 – Lt. Col. Matt J 

Martin 

Targets like Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, the leader of Al-Qaeda in Iraq during earlier parts of the Iraq 

War, who both committed war crimes against combatants as well as civilian Iraqi, where both 

attractive targets from an operational as well as personal perspective. 
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 “I found it easier and easier to justify bombing barbarians like these [who murder civilians 

by cutting of their heads] back to the hell that had spawned them. I moved Zarqawi to the top 

of my list as a personal nemesis whose life I could take without a moment’s hesitation and 

without losing a wink of sleep. In the sear to run him out of his hole, I employed every spare 

moment not assigned to other missions. I hovered above every safe house in Fallujah for 

hours, watching, photographing, always on the lookout for the terrorist’s stocky figure. I 

would often pull up his image on my mission computer to help me spot him.”108  

–Lt. Col. Matt J Martin 

Martin also displays a great emotional connection to his colleagues in the field, many of whom he 

has never met. 

“Perhaps it was difficult for someone not involved with unmanned warplanes to comprehend 

how pilots and sensor operators 7,500 miles away from the action could become so involved, 

so personally invested in the war. After all, we weren’t getting shot at, wounded, or killed. 

Even if we got shot down, we didn’t really get shot down. 

What they also failed to understand was that I knew people down there. Each day through 

my cameras I snooped around and came to recognize the faces and figures of our soldiers 

and marines, unbeknownst to most of them. I sometimes chuckled over their youthful pranks 

and hijinks when they were off-duty and in secure areas. I cried with them as well whenever 

they lost a comrade and they huddled together with their arms over one another’s 

shoulders.”109 

– Lt. Col. Matt J Martin 

Similar feelings are also displayed by others of his colleagues at the POC.110  

“I’m living the same fight as those guys, or at least I’m feeling the same fight.  

There are arguments that we aren’t as engaged in the war, I’ve heard those arguments, and I 

can tell you that, and I’m happy to tell you, that I’ve never been more engaged in a conflict in 

my life”111 – Lt. Col. Chris Gough 

“There’s no detachment. Those employing the system are very involved at a personal level in 

combat. You hear the AK-47 going off, the intensity of the voice on the radio calling for help. 
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You’re looking at him, 18 inches away from him, trying everything in your capability to get 

that person out of trouble.”112 – Col. Pete Gersten, commander 432nd Air Expeditionary Wing, 

Creech Air Force Base, USAF 

At other times, the willingness to execute a killing may come in the form of a desire to minimize 

collateral damage or to defend their base from attacks. 

“Although the mistake wasn’t mine in the near-miss, I couldn’t help feeling that, had I kept a 

keener eye on air traffic in my sector, the incident wouldn’t have occurred and I wouldn’t 

have lost the red bulldozer. One precise Hellfire could have taken out the Cat [bulldozer] with 

little or no collateral damage. Certainly it wouldn’t have wiped out almost a city block.”113     

– Lt. Col. Matt J Martin 

“At 0300 hours one morning, another of my maintainers who had just gone off duty was 

walking from the gym to his room when a [mortar] round landed on the gravel pathway ten 

feet away. The explosion knocked him off his feet and sprinkled his side and belly with 

shrapnel. 

[---]Bobby [a pilot serving under Martin] was furious. 

‘Matt, Johnny Rico [the squadron’s nickname] needs to kill some bugs [Iraqi insurgents].’ 

Most of the squadron felt the same way. The attitude often spilled over into comments that I 

happened to overhear or were passed on to me. 

‘We could declare victory and go home if we bombed this shit hole back to the Stone Age.’  

‘Give me a supply of Hellfires and free rein and we could stop this crap within a month’ 

[---] Frustrating. Damned frustrating. I knew we could catch those guys if we could just 

rededicate a Predator to perimeter security. Instead, we continued to live on the edge of our 

nerves.”114 – Lt. Col. Matt J Martin 

3.3.5.2 Killing 

Before kills, and potential kills, Martin writes that he felt excitement.115 Martin describes the 

following regarding the first time he was about to commit a personal kill: 
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“My excitement began to mount. This would be my first opportunity to employ live ordnance 

against the enemy. Lasing targets for fast mover or AC-130 gunships didn’t count.  

[---] I Powered up the missile and tested it while my sensor operator in the next seat locked 

on to the target. My palms were sweaty and my heart pounding. Flight Lieutenant Gambold, 

one of our attached British pilots, hurried into the GCS trailer to act as safety observer. He 

stood behind my seat, bent over my shoulder with his gaze glued on the monitoring screen. I 

barely noticed, I was so intensely focused on the Toyota in my crosshairs, waiting another 

second or so to close in before release. I wanted the shot, my first, to be a good one.  

[---] I was concentrating entirely on the shot and its technical aspects. Right range, right 

speed, locked in. The man wasn’t really a human being. He was so far away and only a high-

tech image on a computer screen.116 The moral aspects of it – that I was about to assassinate 

a fellow human being from ambush – didn’t factor in. Not at the moment. Not yet.”117  

– Lt. Col. Matt J Martin 

Martin did not fire the missile due to a technical problem. When Martin, for the second time, was 

about to commit his first personal kill, the insurgent had hidden close to where civilians lived. 

 “I was nevertheless hesitant about firing. The thought of living in the aftermath of having 

harmed or killed innocent people chilled the marrow of my being.  

[---] I continued to orbit, waiting, my camera focused. Uncertainty crawled in my stomach 

like a bed of worms. I had never killed before, but the Rocket Man [an Iraqi insurgent] 

deserved being killed if anyone did. Nonetheless, I couldn’t help feeling like a villain sneaking 

around waiting for the right moment to commit perfidy.”118 – Lt. Col. Matt J Martin 

On another occasion, one of the Pilots serving under Martin volunteered to strike insurgents 

who hid inside a town as the attack helicopter originally tasked with killing the insurgents was 

unable to do it. 119  

With regards to realism, both Martin and others show that they are fully aware of the 

implications that will be the result of using the UCAV’s weapon system. 
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“Because you know that, there is no reset button. When you let a missile go, and it’s flying 

over the head of friendly forces, and its flying toward the enemy to kill somebody or to break 

something. You know that that is real life and there is no take back there.”120  

–Col. Chris Chambliss, USAF 

“[T]he Nintendo mentality is a detached mentality. This stuff is real. I’m taking real lives. I’m 

shooting real weapons. And I have to be really responsible for my actions.”121  

 – General John P. Jumper, former Air Chief of staff, USAF 

 

4 Analysis 
The analysis part will be divided in accordance with the factors presented in Grossman’s 

theories. The conclusions of the analysis of the factors will be presented in next part of the 

thesis. The factor of total distance will be divided by emotional and physical distance. The last 

part of the analysis will process the reluctance displayed by the pilot with regards to killing. 

The analysis will be broad as it will not focus on a single instance that may affect the pilot’s 

reluctance towards killing but rather a multitude of situations independent of each other with 

the aim of finding whether they make it casual for a UCAV pilot to execute a killing. 

4.1 Authority 
The crew can always expect to be monitored by personnel that hold authority over them, such as 

personnel from the CAOC or POC, and that their actions are recorded, when they are operating a 

MQ-1B Predator. The authority of the people who monitor the crew is primarily granted to them 

by a clear hierarchal system within an organization whose existence and tasks are sanctioned by 

their nation’s government and people. The pilot and sensor operator may never meet the 

personnel from the CAOC or ground commanders such as the JTACs, but their authority is still 

recognized and present. The crew knows that, for example, to be a JTAC the organization 

demands that the individual must undergo training and pass tests in order to be granted the 

position and responsibility a JTAC holds. The JTAC can in return expect the same of the crew. 

These people are also the ones who give the crew tasks that may involve killing and ultimately 

are the ones who, to the crew, kill or do not kill. The crew also know that they must follow all 

legitimate orders they are given. And whilst these orders can come from afar, both Martin and 
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others state that everything that happens when operating the UCAV feels present and close in 

proximity. The legitimacy of these orders should be transparent for the crew as the decision for 

a strike requires both that a target is identified as valid and the damage is justifiable. The crew is 

primarily tasked with making sure that those criteria are met.  

Consequently, the crew has an authority that is close in proximity, is legitimate and holds 

respect from the crew. The intensity of the authority’s demands may vary. In some situation, 

demands from their authorities may affect the crew.  

 

4.2 Group absolution and the pilot’s predispositions for killing 
The pilots display a connection with the personnel who are in theatre and physically present in 

the area where they operate the aircraft, as well as a will to help them. Whilst not members of 

their own unit, the pilots still feel that they have a bond with them and in a broader sense, are 

members of the same group. When personnel on the ground are threatened, they display a will 

to aid them and are disposed to use the aircraft weapon system in order to do so. 

And while the pilot may fly and transport the aircraft without a sensor operator he or she may 

not use the aircraft weapon system without a sensor operator as it is crew-served. The pilot 

should consequently be affected like personnel that serve systems with a similar setup, such as 

field artillery or machine guns. One such effect is the pilot will fire the aircraft missile when the 

sensor operator expects the pilot to. However, the pilot will not be able to deny that a missile 

was launched by someone else in the crew, but the pilot may share the implications as others are 

involved in the killing. Examples of whom the pilot may share the implications with are the 

ground commander, who is ultimately responsible for all strikes, and image analysts, who can 

confirm or deny a target. The members of the Predator unit would also be affecting each other. 

For example the pilot would be affected by the demands of the group with the closest member 

being the sensor operator who, as a critical component of the killing, is directly involved in its 

execution. 

Martin and others displayed a predisposition for killing regarding men such as al-Zarqawi who 

had committed heinous acts, and expressed a desire to take revenge for those who had been 

made to suffer. Martin himself also states that he believes that he could take al-Zarqawi’s life 

without remorse due to the actions al-Zarqawi had committed and may commit. They also 

exhibited a will to strike those who attacked them at their base in Iraq and a change in 

temperament as the result of one of the squadron’s maintainers being wounded by enemy 

mortar rounds. 
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4.3 Total distance from victim 

4.3.1 Emotional distance 

The pilots would naturally experience some forms of cultural and social distance from the 

potential victims since the people in the areas where the USAF primarily operates, and operated, 

their MQ-1B aircrafts, Iraq and Afghanistan, have a vastly different cultural and social situation 

compared to that of the pilots in the United States.  

With regards to moral distance the pilots may have both legal and punishment justifications for 

their actions. For example, as a result of the wounded maintainer at “Johnny Rico”-squadron, 

members of the unit displayed a desire for vengeance on the insurgents who launched the 

mortar round into the base. Legal justification is granted to the pilot as their nation has stated 

that it is just, a necessity and a right of a nation to intervene in these areas and act against those 

opponents. Legal justification could be granted to the pilot as a product of self-defence, in the 

case of mortar rounds hitting the base, or the defence of others. Martin also has punishment 

justification towards al-Zarqawi. However, the desire for vengeance and to remove the threat 

that al-Zarqawi posed, are not unique to those who operate a UCAV and may occur regardless if 

Martin was a pilot of a Predator UCAV or not. 

The pilot will naturally be under the effect of mechanical distance as the pilot uses a number of 

technological systems to overcome the physical distance. One such system that creates 

mechanical distance as a by-product is the data transmitted from the GCS to the Predator 

aircraft. This is because the information is filtered and the pilot is forced to depend on what 

information the designer allows the pilot to know. Also, GCS itself creates mechanical distance as 

the pilot will indirectly control the Predator as well as its weapon system.  

The way the system displays potential targets may enable a pilot to perceive them as nothing but 

pixels on the screen. As Martin put it, “The man wasn’t really a human being. He was so far away 

and only a high-tech image on a computer screen”. However, both Martin and other USAF 

personnel acknowledge that what they strike are humans. Yet the system may allow the pilot to 

perceive the target as non-human which may lower pilot’s reluctance to kill. 

4.3.2 Physical distance 

Whilst pilots in Nevada operate their aircrafts at a distance that would fall in the maximum 

range defined by Grossman, the way the aircrafts are operated place them in a grey zone. Unlike 

bombers and artillery personnel, who due to the effects of physical distance and mechanical 

distance do not see themselves to be attacking human beings but rather grid references or 
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indistinguishable targets, UCAV pilot’s strike clearly defined targets such as individual vehicles 

or human beings. By knowing that their victims are human beings, the pilot’s will experience 

reluctance towards taking their victims lives. The main reason for them knowing that their 

targets are definitely human beings are how the UCAV is operated. The aircraft sensors allow the 

pilot to clearly see the target or victims and they must be able to provide the ground commander 

with enough necessary information with regards to the ROE before a strike can be approved. 

This forces the pilot to commit a personal kill each time a missile is launched toward a human 

target and the pilot would afterwards observe the death they have caused in order to assess the 

outcome of the missile launched. This may, in return, increase the pilot’s reluctance for killing. 

One such example is when Martin was about to fire a missile at the Iraqi insurgent the “Rocket 

Man”. There Martin was unable to deny that the target is a human and Martin even knew who 

the target was. Pilots may however experience a similar depersonalization to that of snipers 

when they kill which may lower the reluctance of killing. Yet, the effects of personal kills and the 

studying of the victims after their life has been taken would increase the reluctance, according to 

Grossmans theory. The pilot however would not be able to fully perceive the effects of the 

missile as the pilot won’t hear the sound the victim makes, the smell of the burnt flesh nor see all 

the gruesome details of a disfigured body which would decrease the reluctance. Still, the pilot 

can nevertheless expect these things as results of launching a missile at a target since they know 

that if a missile is launched, what is visible on their screen would be dead 30 seconds later. 

 

4.4 Target attractiveness 
As the crew by design is outside the enemy’s reach when they operate the aircrafts from Nevada, 

and the use of the aircrafts grant them a technological and tactical advantage against insurgents 

in the areas where they operate, the crew’s resistance to execute a killing would decrease.  

Potential gain that the pilot may achieve by executing a killing should therefore generally be 

limited to operational gain and the safety of colleagues involved. However, the pilot may in some 

cases also have a personal gain in executing a killing, such as making the surrounding areas safe 

from mortar strikes. As each potential victim must be verified by a number of instances as a 

lawful target, and precautions be taken to limit the risk of harming unlawful targets, the pilot’s 

resistance towards killing would decrease even further as the pilot would have a greater trust 

for the actions he/she is about to commit. The pilot will however, as is with the case of the 

“Rocket man”, be reluctant to launch the missile as long as unlawful targets are at risk even if the 

main target, the “Rocket man”, present itself as an attractive target.  
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4.5 Summary of killing-enabling factors and their effects 
The pilots are under the effects of the authority as it is close in proximity, is legitimate and holds 

respect from the crew. The pilots are under the effects of group absolution, have a desire to aid 

those who are in the field and are not alone in the killing. Pilots may, depending on the mission 

and the circumstances, have a predisposition that lessens their reluctance towards killing. They 

also have a social, mechanical and cultural distance between them and their victims. They may 

also have punishment and legal justification for their actions. Their reluctance towards taking of 

their victim’s lives may be lessened as some victims’ offer both personal and operational gain 

and the pilots are not at risk while they take them.  All this is similar to the situation of a bomber 

or artillery crews but the effects of the physical distance may not reduce the reluctance the 

UCAV pilot experience to the same extent as bomber and artillery crews. This is because the 

UCAV pilot performs personal kills and can thus not (emotionally or intellectually) deny that 

they are killing human beings. The committing of personal kills may instead increase the 

reluctance. The pilots cannot deny that their actions have real world implications as they must 

assess the outcome of missiles launched. 

Some of these effects are situational, such as punishment justification and a desire to aid those in 

need, and may therefore not always be present. Others effects, such as the ones produced by 

physical distance, are always present. The power of the effects may also vary. Another factor that 

needs to be taken into consideration is that even if the effects of a factor may lessen the killer’s 

reluctance, it does not necessary remove it. If something becomes easier does not automatically 

become easy and less reluctance is not the same thing as no reluctance. 

 

5 Conclusions and discussion 
These suggestions for further research will be based on the author’s argumentation on the thesis 

and the outcome of the analysis. 

5.1 Conclusions of the analysis 
UCAV pilots are under the effect of the factors Grossman calls “killing-enabling factors”. Some of 

these factors decrease the UCAV pilot’s reluctance to kill whilst others increase it. The distances 

do make the pilot less reluctant to kill and the factors of authority and some aspects of group 

absolution may reduce the reluctant to kill further. However, whilst the effects of the emotional 

distances are in favour of reducing the pilot’s reluctance of killing and some of the effects of the 

physical distance does so as well, the pilots still display apprehension and reluctance towards 

killing. One reason for this is that the factors do not affect the pilot enough to remove the 
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reluctance. Pilots commit personal kills and know that their victims are humans and not just 

targets and can therefore not emotionally deny that they are killing other members of their own 

species. They also know that what they see on their displays are humans and that their actions 

have real world implications. Assuming that a pilot isn’t a member of the two percent category 

that aren’t affected by killing, he/she would have experience some reluctance regarding killing 

such as the ones Martin and others have displayed as they are unable to deny that their victims 

are human beings. Yet, some victims and circumstances would not produce this reluctance. One 

such example is the insurgent al-Zarqawi as he had presented himself as threat that the pilot 

would desire to have removed. However, even if the attractiveness of the target is great, the cost 

may outweigh it. If an unlawful target where at risk of being harmed or killed, the attractiveness 

of the target would be decreased. An example of this is the case with the “Rocket man” where the 

pilot displays concern over potential unlawful victims. 

 

5.2 Addressing the research question 
The research question for the thesis is “Does operating a UCAV make it casual for pilots to 

execute a remote lethal strike”. It was selected by the author as there are people who hold the 

belief of UCAV pilots as individuals who are unconcerned or indifferent when it comes to killing 

through the use of their aircrafts weapon system. The information presented in this thesis on 

how Predators are operated and the theories on killing in combination with experiences made 

by pilots suggest this claim is false. Pilots do experience reluctance towards killing and may in 

some situations have their reluctance decreased. In some extreme ones the reluctance may even 

be brought down to, essentially, none. However, these circumstances are very specific and not 

unique to the use of UCAVs and how they are operated; the system and how it is operated does 

not by design remove a pilot’s reluctance towards killing but may only lower it. Generally, UCAV 

pilots do experience reluctance towards killing and are therefore neither indifferent nor 

unconcerned when it comes to killing. The pilots cannot deny that their actions have real world 

implications and the targets they see on their screens are human beings. 

The conclusion of the thesis and answer to the research question is hence that it is not casual for 

a UCAV pilot to execute a remote lethal strike and the pilots cannot deny the effects of their 

actions as bomber pilots can. 
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5.3 Argumentation on the thesis 
Due to the limited scope of the thesis, only a small portion of the subject of killing with the use of 

a UCAV, how it affects the personnel and units involved, is addressed. Listed below are some of 

the areas that have not been addressed by this thesis or have only briefly been addressed. 

 The sensor operators situation 

 All the information provided to the crew and others who depend on it 

 How the information is presented, if its processed or filtered in advance, and if so how 

it’s been filtered or processed 

 How the killer have been conditioned 

Neither have the things that happen after the kill has been executed addressed. Whilst it is a 

conscious decision that this area, and the areas mentioned above, is not addressed, it is 

unfortunate for the study of the subject of killing and how it affects all the people involved. The 

effects of killing can be seen many years after the actual kill has been executed and each kill will 

affect the killer. This is displayed in Martins book where experiences from previous kills did 

affect how he and others performed their work. This was not addressed in this thesis due to the 

research questions delimitations where only things leading up to the launch of the missile were 

to be addressed. These effects, unfortunately, were only prominent in Martin’s book after a kill 

had been committed. But if the thesis had relied on experiences of a larger amount of pilots 

instead of a handful, the effects of killing may be displayed in a different manner. A more 

accurate answer to the research question could also have been achieved if the author had the 

opportunity to ask pilots directly about their experiences instead of having to rely on sources 

that, in general, address the use of UCAVs as a whole.   

Also, the theories used for the analysis are primarily the product of one man, Dave Grossman, 

and could in turn have acted as a limitation. Same goes for the decision to rely on open sources 

as these may not be as accurate since the information tends to come from secondary sources or 

are distorted. One such example is the capabilities of the MTS, where some images presented by 

the USAF regarding the quality of the MTS’s sensors showed a blurry image whilst other images 

were much clearer, even though the images appeared to have been taken under similar 

circumstances and suggests that the USAF had degraded the images quality. 
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Moreover, what Grossman calls mechanical distance is something that could be expanded upon 

as the effects that mechanical distance have been discussed by others with different 

approaches.122 

An unfortunate effect of using Grossmans theories is also that, whilst it addresses killing and 

how the reluctance towards it may be reduce, it is that it is not an absolute. The reluctance may 

be reduced in accordance to some of the factors he has listed in some situation in one situation 

while in another have no effect on the killer. Consequently, in another situation one factor that 

was previously irrelevant to how the killer acted before may be what tips the scale. 

 

5.4 Future research 
The author suggests that the effects of the mechanical distance is something that are studied 

further and in what forms it presents itself with regards to operating a UCAV. The author also 

suggests that the effects of killing is studied further and with a broader approach that involves 

everything from personal experiences, training, operating a UCAV, killing with the use of a UCAV 

and what happens to the people involved after a kill have been committed.  
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7 Annexes 

7.1 Translations of Swedish references 
There is an extensive body of research that shows a statistical correlation between violent 

videogames and aggression. Much of that measured aggression concerns only the mental 

processes and not violent behaviour. Moreover, there is no evidence that violent videogames 

cause aggressive behaviour.123 – Ulf  Dalquist & Jan Christofferson 

 

7.2 Terminology 
This section is meant to help the reader by giving the definition of words and phrases used as 

well as abbreviations used in this thesis.  

7.2.1 Glossary 

Killing, as defined by Dictionary.com: Killing – Noun, the act of a person or thing that kills.124 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, also called drone, refers to aircrafts that are flown remotely or 

autonomously. May also be referred to as a Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA). 

Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicle, also called drone, refers to aircrafts that are flown remotely or 

autonomously and have the ability to strike a target with an on-board weapon system. May also 

be referred to as a Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA).  

MQ-1B Predator, an unmanned combat aerial vehicle used by the United States of America, Italy 

and Turkey.125 The Predator is capable of operating beyond line-of-sight via satellite 

communication as well as with line-of-sight communications from a local Ground Control Station 

(GCS).  At 8.2 meters long with a wingspan of 14.8 meters, it can operate for 24 hours without 

refueling and fly at an altitude of 25 000 feet (7620 meter).126 If needed, it may carry up to two 

AGM-114 Hellfire missiles of various models and with them strike targets independently. It may 
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2012-03-22) 
125 Deagle.com, MQ-1 Predator, Deagle.com, 2012, http://www.deagel.com/Unmanned-Combat-Air-
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also lead in laser guided missiles and other forms of ordnance that are fired or dropped by other 

systems.127  

Lase, the act of shooting a laser beam on a target. 

Intelligence, “[…] a product of processed information with regards to opponents, parties, 

organizations, [technology,] personnel or areas”.128 

7.2.2 Abbreviations 

CAOC 

GCS  

ISARC 

JTAC 

LRD 

LRE 

MTS  

POC  

ROE 

UAV 

UCAV 

USAF 

– Combined Air and Space Operations Center 

– Ground Control Station 

– Intelligence, Surveillance And Reconnaissance Cell 

– Joint Terminal Attack Controller 

– Laser Range Designator 

– Launch and Recovery Element 

– Multispectral Targeting System 

– Predator Operations Center 

– Rules Of Engagement 

– Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 

– Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicle 

– United States Air Force 

 

                                                             
127 Martin, Matt J. & Sasser, Charles W., Predator: the remote-control air war over Iraq and Afghanistan: a 
pilot’s story, Zenith, Minneapolis, Minn., 2010, p. 19. 
128 Swedish Armed Forces, Metodhandbok Ledning Bataljon, 2007, p. 157.  
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